Abstract. User control in identity management is beset with a number of problems, as outlined in this paper. It is argued that akin to traditional contexts, greater user control will result in greater user liability, which is demonstrated with the help of digital and non-digital examples. In this context, there is a critical need for greater user empowerment. This could be achieved in two ways-first, facilitating user awareness of identity management technologies, their scope and effects and second, through the implementation of proposed control-liability notices.
Introduction
User control in identity management refers to the power of the user 1 to determine and direct how one's digital identity, its attributes, relationships are created, constructed, maintained and decommissioned. It is a key factor of identity management; particularly in the user centric forms of identity management, which moot that individuals must be placed in greater control over their identities, attributes and identity relationships [1] . It is also hailed as one of the elements that determines the success or failure of an identity management system [2] .
The user control approach to identity management is fraught with a number of problems. This paper examines such problems from the user's perspective. But the greatest challenge will potentially be the increase in user responsibility and liability, and in this light this problem is explored further. In this light it is suggested that users need to be empowered through greater awareness (public and private) and the implementation of control-liability notices.
The problems of control

Control -a terminological misnomer?
Technologists and identity providers' talk in terms of designing and providing solutions that help users control their identity. The use of the terminology of control is very confusing at times. Different identity management technologists and providers conceptualise and implement identity management differently e.g. Sun Microsystems refers to identity management as its ability to help users "manage, audit, protect, share and store identity data" [3] , the OpenID framework works more in terms of eliminating "the need for multiple usernames across different websites, simplifying your online experience" [4] , Higgins speaks of enabling users and applications to integrate identity, profile, and relationship information across multiple data sources and protocols" [5] .
Users, as individuals, expect different things from identity management systems in different contexts -organization of identities in some contexts, privacy or security in other contexts or a combination of all, in different measures. For instance, from a particular system they may require a high level of privacy with minimal data security [6] , and from another simply a high level of data security. But, users and identity management providers do not always sing from the same hymn sheet. The difficulty arises when users fail to understand that different identity management systems offer varying levels and varieties of identity management since identity management is still by and large not a seamless experience across domains. Users may carry their expectations across domains, which may or may not adhere to common rules. Not all identity players play by the same rule and identity management systems are not restricted to local application (due to their global nature) whereas notions of control, privacy and security are. 
Control not primary goal for users
Controlling their digital identity is not per se, a primary goal for users. Using the Internet to network socially, seek information, make purchases, conduct banking transactions, and make travel arrangements, however may be. Managing one's identity on different websites or databases that hold personal data, profiles or other forms of identity is often less important than earning a living, writing up a thesis or caring for a sick family member. These are social facts that are often ignored in the user control debate.
The behaviour of users on social networking sites shows how users despite being given the technical possibility of protecting their profiles or personal information either do not bother to enforce stricter privacy settings or are sufficiently lax in their attitude towards taking steps in that direction [7] .
Then again, control is a continuous and dynamic process. Users do not want to become constant vigilantes or puppeteers of their identity [8] . Nor can they effectively play this part indeterminately. Users are individuals with other and varied life contexts and any identity management solution must fit smoothly into these milieus and not disrupt them. Individuals simply will not adopt identity management solution enabling better user control if this is not the case.
Control is limited in scope and nature
Control is not and cannot be absolute. It is limited in nature and scope by various factors. Control, in terms of identity management, may not equate to effective identity security as opposed to what is repeatedly being told and sold to the users. Control may eliminate some risks, but the larger security issues still remain. The user of an identity management system is like the owner of a gun (indicative of identity). The gun owner keeps his gun in a combination safe (denoting an identity management system) -the combination of which is known to him and also to his wife, who he trusts. While this ensures that his children and other unauthorized people do not get hold of the gun and use it destructively or to his disadvantage, there is nothing to prevent his wife (who has access to the gun) from removing it from the safe and in a betrayal of trust using it for a violent or illegal purpose. A wife is well placed to compromise her husband's identity because she has intimate knowledge of his personal data or physical and behavioural identity. 3 Then again, a burglar could also break into the safe and steal the gun. An identity management system could, in similar manner, be internally or externally compromised. 4 The ability to control may also be limited by factors such as whether one has the authority, power or means to control. One may not be able to control identity aspects or attributes one has not created or which are within the command of another and may be in that entity's interests not to relinquish control over. When identities are assigned or derived, control and ownership may lie elsewhere, and even if some form of limited control is possible, it may prove practically impossible, inconvenient or problematic. A simple example is one's identity or profile on a database. The identity or profile on the database may relate to me, but may not per se belong to me.
There may be a property interest in one's identity and its attributes and manifestations but one may be forced, coerced, inveigled or simply have to relinquish control for a number of reasons. 5 For instance, Google was ordered [9] to hand over to Viacom all data from the Logging database concerning each time a YouTube video had been viewed on the YouTube website or through embedding on a third-party 3 Or for instance, A's friend could create a fake profile for A with A's personal information that s/he is privy to. See Applause Store Productions Limited, Matthew Firsht v Grant Raphael, [2008] EWHC 1781 (QB); An identity management system might be similarly compromised by insider threats 4 E.g. through phishing, destruction and modification of data by malicious bots etc. 5 E.g. employee digital identities or government/public authority created digital identities.
website (including more importantly user names and IP addresses). 6 Users had no say or choice in the matter of this use of their personal information.
Ease, convenience and affordability
Another problem at the ergonomic level of identity management is that users will often resort to the "easy-quick-cheap" solution -a widely accepted view. It has been determined that if there is a trade off between risk and convenience, users "will take the easy option" [10] . For example, some digital users do not upgrade their anti-virus software because they find the process too complicated or get complacent. In the case of identity management systems, users may reject a high security system if they find that it is difficult to use or does not provide the desired level of interoperability or flexibility. Then again, they may resort to a convenient and easily accessible solution e.g. a fake anti-virus program they were directed to on the Internet [11] .
Affordability of solutions is also a factor that comes into play in securing and protecting identity. Users are often reluctant to invest money into security unless it is life threatening or visibly fraught with very serious consequences, e.g. many people now invest in shredders after becoming aware of how personal information is being used to facilitate fraud [12] .
The "human" factor
The most important factor in user control of identity is "the human factor." Users are individuals, groups, companies (made up of people). Users have different attributessome users are more technology savvy, others less. 7 Some are young, some are old. Some are disclosure paranoid while others are disclosure prone. Erasmus, so eloquently stated that being human meant living in folly, erring, and being deceived [13] . This also applies excellently to the digital domain. Digital users are human beings who sometimes live in digital folly, make digital errors and get defrauded. They may forget email passwords and bank accounts. Users also may have vulnerabilities e.g. very young users, users with disabilities, users who need help to access the Internet or other digital technologies, or persons with mental impairments. 8 Humans do not fully understand the intricacies and complexities of security (they do know what they want from security) and become expert at it through experience. Some may argue this is a naive assumption as people are generally adept at ensuring high security for that which they value. But, this assumes that people understand or are aware that there is a security problem (i.e. an identity threat or compromise, phishing attacks) and are empowered to act or deal with the problem. This also implies that when people weigh up an identity management system's security they make a correct risk assessment in terms of how their digital identities will be treated and how secure they are. 9 This may often be more in terms of what they "perceive," than what actually "is."
The illusion and impossibility of control and security
Users' over-reliance on technological measures and identity management systems might leave them more vulnerable through perpetuating illusions of control. What they see or get, may not be equivalent to what they think they are getting. If identity management systems are only effective in giving users a semblance of control, this is not going to be successful in helping users control their identity.
Use of identity management systems may lull users into a false sense of security. Risk and trust issues may remain unaddressed. For example, some identity management systems are vulnerable to phishing attacks and an attacker could capture a person's credentials or "sniff" out where the person's logs in [14] . Also, the user needs to "trust" the identity provider.
Security in identity management is a big challenge in itself [15] . Technologists constantly grapple with fixing bugs, while code-breakers and hackers continue to wreck havoc with the systems they design. There can never be 100% security, [16] although an optimal level of security can be sought to be achieved. There are intrinsic challenges in controlling security breaches and unauthorised access to identities and identifiable information [17] . Machines can be compromised by key loggers, trojans, viruses, malware and spyware.
The merging of actors; the fusing of the worlds
Technologies have brought about the merging of actors (state and private) 10 in a fusion of worlds (digital and offline). This is not a problem except for the fact that individuals often need to separate aspects of their identities according to contexts and purposes. User control is not only about controlling how private companies deal with one's digital identity but also about protecting one's identity from other individuals who are active participants in the identity stakes. With the merging of private and state interests in identity management and regulation both online and offline, user control takes on new dimensions.
Certain traditional forms of user control no longer remain singly effective. It is for this reason one can question whether technology (or for that matter norms or market) 11 by itself will be able to sufficiently support the user control his/her identity interests. And perhaps, it does make sense not to casually dismiss the part that perhaps the law could play in such a case. 12 
The problematic "privacy" dimension
Identity management systems embody privacy and data protection norms as a primary means of protecting and enabling users' greater identity control. Identity and privacy have been deeply meshed, but there are some challenges to this approach, as explained below:
The philosophy, expectations and implementations of privacy vary
Privacy arguably is as much a cultural concept (it is generally recognised as a western philosophical concept) as it is a legal one [18] . It has been interpreted differently in different countries and assumes different connotations for different people [19] . The expectations of people of privacy are as different as is the enforcement of the law on privacy. In countries like India, where sharing of information is a common age-old and modern practice, informational privacy is virtually non-existent and the right to privacy developed through its judicial reading into the constitutional right to life. 13 There are fundamental differences between the philosophy of privacy of the United States and the European Union [20] . De Boni and Prigmore reported that in relation to the Internet, "current approaches to privacy are culturally biased, reflecting only one of a number of possible standpoints" [21] .
Privacy's out of favour
While many people have come to value privacy as a fundamental right, 14 governments do not seem to like privacy. 15 A review of privacy rankings by Privacy International illustrates this very clearly [22] . Brazil, China, India, Japan, Russia, South Africa and the USA were amongst the worst for privacy enforcement. Also considered worst in regards to communication interception were China, Greece, India, Italy, Russia, United Kingdom and the USA amongst others. One EU law report goes so far as to state, "governments are even promoting privacy-invasive tools in fields such as e-government." 16 There is extensive documentation and evidence of pervasive surveillance even among privacy oriented societies like the UK. 17 Justifications range from national security interests, to public order, public health and law enforcement [23] .
There is a common argument made that one cannot have privacy if one wants security. States use the national security clause to do away with aspects of what is private and such that is shielded as private. This is because of the widespread belief and fact that criminals (and terrorists) shield themselves and their actions in cloaks of secrecy and anonymity. Thus, we can see that enforcing strict privacy standards through technological means can pose a problem and conflict with the general public interest.
Consent and (informed) choice -still knotty issues
Privacy (and data protection) balances on two important elements: consent and choice (read informed consent and choice). Most identity management solutions are premised on this. Both consent and choice have been rather problematic in the data protection domain. An examination of the implementation and working of other choice based mechanisms like P3P will show that these have not worked optimally in protecting the interests of the users. This may be because systems are often designed with a "smart user" (a powerful or expert computer user) [24] in mind. But users often are not "smart," "sophisticated" or even "reasonable" enough to enable them make the "right" or "necessary" choices. [25] They may not even have a choice in some cases e.g. if they wish to avail of a service they may have to consent or be deprived of the service. Often, they are not given a free choice (e.g. restriction on cross domain migration of avatars) or may be forced to make a choice to avail of a service they crucially depend upon. Other similar restrictions on behaviour may negate choice and action.
The "consent" aspect is a challenge too. Sherwin states, "…no one is sure just what consent is" [26] . Westen in similar vein stresses that when consent as a legal term has different meanings depending on the thing that is being consented to and the consequences of its non-existence [27] .
From the above, we can infer that privacy laden user control approaches to identity management are inherently problematic given that privacy is coloured with cultural differences, there is strong state resistance to individual control and informed consent and choice, while widely deployed, remain complicated in practice.
Increase in user liability
The problems with control are not only those inherent in its nature. There are also consequences that arise from control. Already most identity based service providers like Yahoo, 18 LiveJournal, 19 and Google 20 contractually provide that users are responsible for their actions and omissions.
The legal field is rich testing ground for the hypothesis that greater control results in greater liability, for example -command responsibility, parental responsibility, employer liability etc. In these cases, a right to control implies a duty to control and the responsibility for any consequent liability. A basic principle in law is that if one has a legal right of control and one ought to be in control, liability can be imposed whether or not the person concerned was in actual control [28] .
Here are some further examples that reinforce the claim that the greater the user control, the greater the responsibility and liability.
E-commerce
Perhaps the most germane example to illustrate how increased user control leads to increased user liability is the deployment of Chip and PIN cards in the UK. 21 The implementation of Chip and PIN 22 cards has meant that while users of such cards have gained extra security against misuse of their cards, they have acquired a corresponding responsibility and a duty to act with reasonable care towards safeguarding the cards and the PINs. Users have to take care of their cards, keep their PIN separate from the card, memorise their PIN, not write it down, not give it to anyone else, change it from time to time, not keep the card and PIN in one place, shield their entry of the PIN onto any PIN pad from shoulder surfers or security web cameras etc.
Data protection law
Data protection law imposes obligations and liabilities for all those who fall within the scope of the definition of "data controllers." 23 Directive 95/46/EC [29] prescribes the responsibilities and mandates for data controllers. A data controller must process personal data fairly and in compliance with the principles as enshrined in law, e.g. 18 person, public authority, agency or any other body which alone or jointly with others determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data; where the purposes and means of processing are determined by national or Community laws or regulations, the controller or the specific criteria for his nomination may be designated by national or Community law data must be processed fairly, lawfully, for a limited purpose. Individuals, it has been suggested, can be brought within the ambit of data protection legislation within certain limitations [30] . The Bodil Lindqvist judgment supports this principle [31] . In this case, a catechist in Sweden who had set up Internet pages permitting parishioners to obtain information from web pages containing information like people's full names, telephone numbers, hobbies, medical conditions, was held to have processed personal data within the meaning of the Article 3(1) of Directive 95/46/EC. This judgment thus shows that if an individual has control over identifying information (i.e. personal data); they incur a responsibility to act in accordance with established law and become accordingly liable for their actions or omissions. Users of identity management systems must then be similarly responsible, amongst other things, for the accuracy of their data, for maintaining the confidentiality of their accounts and passwords, notification of any breaches, security of their computer systems or they could cause themselves harm by becoming vulnerable to the effects of doing otherwise, as identity management companies would be inclined to shrug off any liability on the grounds that the user had not complied with reasonable expected practices, most of which are already embodied in most prevailing Terms of Service.
Intellectual property law
There are also intellectual property law cases that illustrate how control results in liability. For e.g. in MGM v Grokster [32] , a case relating to whether distributors of P2P file sharing software 24 could be held liable for copyright infringement by users, it was held that the respondents "could not be held liable under a vicarious infringement theory because they did not monitor or control the software's use, had no agreed-upon right or current ability to supervise its use, and had no independent duty to police infringement" [33] . Grokster and StreamCast did not "operate and design" an integrated service of monitoring and control, they were decentralised and it was more of the users responsibility. But, the fact that it was the user who was "in control" in the P2P system of file sharing was certainly a contributory factor that led to widespread suits against individual file sharers by the music industry [34] .
In another case, a lawsuit was filed by a leading business news organization against an investment group (and its employees) for unspecified damages for copyright infringement and violation of computer fraud and abuse law [35] . It is alleged that a single account set up by one of the investment group's employee was used by multiple persons on its US and non US-based network servers, other than the account holder to access articles on the news site. If this action succeeds, a clear liability will arise particularly for companies that permit or do not monitor how employees use their login ids.
Property law
If we analyse the relationship between a landlord and his tenant there are some interesting observations to be made to support our user-control and liability hypothesis. A tenant is liable for his or her activities in the place of occupation after he or she is put in control of the premises. Conditions of lease or rental agreement make this very clear. There are also regulations that support this premise.
An identity management company/provider is like a landlord. Users are akin to tenants. When they use the services of identity providers they enter into a contractual relationship with the company and a legally binding relationship comes about much like that of the landlord and tenant. 25 There is one significant difference however. While a tenant is generally aware of his rights and responsibilities (either by virtue of tenancy agreements and terms becoming streamlined, commonplace or because tenants are aware of the dangers of entering into such relationship without reviewing terms that may go against them), the same may not be true of users who use the services of identity management companies or providers. Hitting the "I accept" button of terms of service without reading the full terms and conditions that are binding has become bit of a standard practice amongst users of Internet based services.
The tenant as occupier of the premises may also have other responsibilities -e.g. shielding other people on the property from any harm that is foreseeable, 26 or even making sure that he or she does not take any unreasonable measures to stop people venturing into the property or premises and must even take steps to warn of any harm that might be caused by erecting signs etc. [36] Users are similarly being provided with the means to erect digital fences for their identity and this means that they will have to ensure that they do make use of these means as a consequent duty has now become attached to them. This will mean that they will have to take due care and be responsible for what happens within the boundaries of their digital identity fence or any effects caused thereby. 27 
Tort law
Since the relationship of the identity management systems and users has been compared to that of a car manufacturer and car driver by a certain section of the identity management industry [37] , it is relevant to examine this relationship further in the light of its legal implications.
A car manufacturer designs the car. A prospective driver buys the car. The driver may have bought the car because it was popular, of a particular model, gave good mileage, was recommended or for any other reason. The driver uses the car to get from one destination to another.
The driver controls the car. He starts it and keeps it going at whatever pace is required. He uses the steering wheel, the gears, and the brakes in the process. There are certain norms and rules that the car driver must respect while driving the car. He must ensure that he wears a seat belt (for his own safety), drive at a safe speed, show respect to other users, ensure that the car is in working order. He is expected to be reasonable, prudent and careful. The law imposes a duty on the car driver -a duty of caution and care and if he fails to exercise that caution and care, the driver will be responsible for any consequences that result and will be held liable. 25 What this analogy mostly relates to are cases where identity providers provide users with identity that users may be in possession and use of but ultimately do not have ownership rights to. 26 See the UK Occupier's Liability Act 1984 27 E.g. as explained in 2.9.2 Similarly, the user of an identity management system will be expected to use the identity management system appropriately, adhere to its norms, and understand its limitations. But just as there are good, average and bad drivers, the same is the case for users of identity management systems. Just like drivers, users of identity management systems may be inexperienced, alcoholic, drugged, distracted, drowsy, fatigued or simply reckless in their digital behaviour.
A driver is also required to maintain the car. However, in a case there is a mechanical defect in the car and the driver was unaware of the same, he may have a defence in law to any prosecution that arises [38] . Similarly, if there are circumstances beyond the control of the driver that lead him to lose control of the car, the driver may also successfully plead a defence e.g. nails on the road, stormy weather [39] . Thus, while there may be mitigating circumstances to allow a driver to escape liability, if it can be successfully proved that s/he had control over the car and/or knowingly broke the rules s/he will be made accountable for their actions.
The above examples show how liability follows control or is the flip side of control. In the long run, as identity management systems give more and more control to the user, the user will also acquire greater liability for actions or omissions in regard to the use of such systems. 28 Therefore, there is a pressing need to empower users, the biggest stakeholders in the identity management stakes.
Empowering users
There are two key factors in effective control, which also extend in application to the digital realm: awareness and action. This section focuses primarily on the awareness aspect, which as currently being implemented leaves much to be desired.
User awareness
Only if the user is aware of how control in identity management system truly works, its true scope, limits and the associated the obligations and liabilities, will user control be truly effective. Raising awareness has been a key focus of the data protection regime, and a number of steps have been and are undertaken in this light: e.g. establishment of a Data Protection Day, national data protection authorities undertake publicity exercises. But does awareness work or is it optimally working? Apparently not [40] . Even the Council of Europe website acknowledges that, "it is a well-known fact that European citizens are generally unfamiliar with data protection issues and unaware of their rights in this respect" [41] .
Awareness is the condition of "being aware" or "conscious," 29 a relative state of understanding or knowing (fully, reasonably or partially), which may or may not form 28 In this light see Recommendation 7 in R Anderson, R Böhme, R Clayton & T Moore, "Security, Economics and the Internal Market," http://www.enisa.europa.eu/doc/pdf/report_sec_econ_&_int_mark_20080131.pdf (2008) 29 See the Oxford English Dictionary. Aware has also been defined as meaning: watchful, vigilant, cautious, on one's guard, informed, cognizant, conscious, sensible the basis of rational action. There is a pressing need for increasing responsible public and private awareness of identity management systems be it through public information, education, media broadcasts etc. The results of the many excellent research studies into identity management systems, their scope, limitations and advantages need to be simplified and disseminated to wider audiences -something the academic community must take charge of, to do away with current limited approaches which are largely subject to different biases.
Proposal for a Control-Liability Notice 30
There is a pressing need for identity management companies to assert and inform users of what levels of control a particular identity management system offers and what its remits and limitations are and also make clear that the use of identity management systems will leave them open to greater responsibility and liability. This must be done in an explicit, clear and concise manner, unlike long-winded privacy policies or Terms of Service that people hardly ever read 31 or do not read in entirety. There is a vital need to simmer complexities into simplicity.
The Article 29 Data Protection Working Party set up under Article 29 of Directive 95/46/EC proposed a layered approach to data protection notices: short, condensed and full [42] . This may be a good place to start. The UK Information Commissioner's Office has given guidance over what an effective data protection "notice" should constitute and this could be adapted and used as a template for a "control-liability" notice. A draft format is outlined in Figure 1 .
This notice 32 could be placed prominently and must be aimed at general users not shrouded in legal terminology and aimed at legal experts. Such notices could have an embedded code that makes them quickly readable and acceptable line by line before users can proceed to the actual use of the application. 30 At this stage, this is a working proposal, a full analysis is out with the limited scope of this paper 31 The general view is that Privacy policies and Terms of Service are quite complicated and shrouded in legal jargon and not at all aimed effectively at users, rather in attempting to meet the legal requirement they have failed on this ground. 32 We acknowledge the limitations and challenges of notices in putting forth this proposal. 
Conclusion
The user control approach to identity management is not to be disregarded despite the problems it is challenged with. It is a positive approach, but it also has limitations and effects that cannot be pushed to one side in a holistic treatment of the identity management debate. The terminological confusion, the limitations of identity control, privacy and security, the human factors, the fusion of the non-digital and digital worlds and merging of actors must be taken into account.
The most important effect of all is how greater user control in identity management may result in greater user liability. This is why users need all the more to be empowered through awareness of what identity management systems can and cannot do for them and what they themselves will become responsible for. At the moment, this is not very clear to users. The role of academics in responsible dissemination of research information to the general public about identity technologies and systems is the need of the hour. A possible way forward is the control-liability notice, which could be a starting point for further research in the area. Such a notice will enable greater consciousness and make things clear not just for individual users but also for the organisations that implement it.
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